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About This Game

Embark on a bold adventure in Adam’s Venture: Origins. Set in the roaring 20’s, in Adam’s Venture: Origins you will explore
ancient ruins, an  5d3b920ae0
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Although this game is supposedly a "reimagination" of Adam's Venture Chronicles , it just feels like a poorly done remastered
version. There were maybe only a handful of new areas that weren't included in Chronicles. According to the developer , the
content and most puzzles are the same with the prime difference being the new look to the world and new game engine. I
enjoyed playing Chronicles more than this. Definitely don't buy both games. Pick one and only play one. Essentially everything I
said in my review of Chronicles applies to this game. The differences: This game is no longer episodic, the story merely
continues in multiple chapters. There are no longer hidden chests to find. The player can now control camera movement.
Jumping no longer pushes Adam backward. I prefer all the character skins in Chronicles over Origins.. Adam Venture Origins is
simply a 2016 next-gen reimagining of the previous trilogy. Essentially its the same franchise we have already probably played
with only a few differences here and there. Changed. * Lizard no longer does river dance in the sky. * More plants and flowers
everywhere. * Snake monster now sparkles too. * Puzzles have been made easier so that those asleep at the keyboard can solve.
* Adam Venture has lost weight. His MC Hammer pants have been thrown out. Other than that its essentially the same trilogy
with a few differences in some of the previous endings. So with that in mind, since the developer hasn't really made any changes
to the trilogy other than some cosmetic changes and hasn't brought us any new adventures where Adam is searching for other
relics like Noah's ark, The Search for the Nephilim, The Turin Shroud. Why should I do any new work either??? Instead I've
decided just to add a link to my previous review about the franchise and add a flower for cosmetic reasons. Wait for a sale!!!
Clink link below for previous review. If you enjoyed reading this review please subscribe to my curator page. Thanks.. Fun
game, but I personally don't think its worth 20 bucks. i got it 90% off with a coupon, and could definitely see a fair price for the
game being 5 bucks, but not 20.. This was my 3rd time to play this same adventure. I first played through Adam's Venture
Episodes 1, 2 and 3. They didn't cost much, so I appreciated the simple game, which still was funny, beautiful and family-
friendly. Those episodes aren't available anymore, instead there is AV: Chronicles - a same game with a little bit remastering.
There also Evelyn's hair color had changed from blondish to brown, and episodes had moved to chronoligally "right" order. So
this one is already a remastering's remastering, or is it a remake. at first the game was good as it was, but not SO good it
should've been made three times within quite a short time. I regret I didn't check at first what the game was about, still the same
adventure, and now I lost three times as much money as I paid for the first version. I also noticed that the first puzzle, where you
have to make gunpowder, had been simplified, and I quit the game right away. Buy this to waste your money.. Having played the
1st game (Chronicles), I can't recommend this one. I did enjoy the puzzle, but I haven't noticed much difference to justify
another playthrough. However, if you haven't played any of the Adam's Venture games, I'd say, this is the one to get, despite
some minor bugs. Did I enjoy it? yes.. I got this game pretty much for free ( At this reduced price I can recommend this game,
since you'll get pretty much an hour of decent gameplay per . but for the 20 it is currently offered I simply can not recommend
it. There is just to little content. Controls are a little clunky, but you get used to it fast and for the short playtime, it is ok. (Not
sure how I would feel, if the content was longer!) Graphics are quite nice. Sound/Voice Acting/etc. is decent. Language and
jokes are on par with 1920s portrayed by TV/movies. Puzzles have a nice variety and can be quite challenging, though never
unsolvable. As an old puzzle fanatic, it never took me longer than a minute or two. Also they are fixed, so a replay of the game
could be quite boring, since the puzzle solutions stay the same. So unfortunately, no recommendation, solely due to the high
price. If it's on sale for 5 bucks or less, grab it, otherwise it's just not worth it.. I really like the grapple hook! looks like a very
nice adventure game, nice puzzle's also!. Very intriguing and addictive game, very impressed :)
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